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CATARINA, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS?

Children,

On this day I would like to tell you that the planetary events are already demanding from many
servers their inner fortitude and a decided spirit for persisting in peace and in meekness, irrespective
of what happens around them. Many are already being called to transcend what they think and what
they feel for supporting not only themselves but also others that do not know prayer nor live in
peace.

On this day, with the intercession granted Me after the inner appeal of My beloved children of
Venezuela, I ask you for a greater spirit of unity and fraternity, and that from now on you recognize
yourselves as one body of light, one army that seeks the establishment of peace.

Let those who are not experiencing the planetary purifications so directly, in their prayers,
consciously support the inner worlds of those who are personally witnessing the action of the laws
of chaos.

I ask that you pray for the establishment of inner peace in the servers. Because if those brothers and
sisters of Venezuela, who today need your support and unity, persist and achieve peace, you will be
able to help them with your own experience, when chaos also knocks on the doors of your inner
worlds.

It is for this reason, children, that I call on you to truly feel yourselves part of the purification of
Venezuela, and even though you cannot physically interfere in what they are experiencing there,
through the clamor of your Venezuelan brothers and sisters, peace is able to reign in the hearts of
beings again, and despair will not make them fall, but rather will strengthen them for helping others
in the future.

Let fraternity be a living virtue in the hearts of all those who pray.

Unite with the Hearts of the Divine Messengers, so We can nurture with peace and hope those of
Our children who do not know them and that day after day suffer because of the planetary
purification, which will gradually enter into the American continent.

Pray, My beloveds, pray a lot and awake new hearts to the path of prayer.

Unity will make you strong. Unity will make you the Power of God, because you will be worthy of
experiencing it.

Your Father and Companion, The One Who is ready to support, in the heart, those most in need in
these times.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


